




Exclusivity, refinement and fastidious attention to detail. These 

are the attributes for which Bentley is renowned, and which each 

carefully selected Bentley Accessory possesses. This prestigious 

range has been designed to make your Bentley even more 

individual. For us it’s paramount that every item you choose fits 

seamlessly with your car. That’s why we involve the very same 

dedicated engineers, craftsmen and women who create the 

original cars in Crewe. Their sense of determination, daring and 

commitment to excellence has crafted a collection of unique  

and personalised accessories that could only adorn the finest 

vehicles in the world.
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e n t e rta i n m e n t  a n d  c om m un i c at i o n : pa g e   

e x t e r i o r : pa g e   

i n t e r i o r : pa g e   

s a f e t y  a n d  c o n v e n i e n c e : pa g e   

c a r e  a n d  p r o t e c t i o n : pa g e   

b e n t l e y  c o l l e c t i o n : pa g e   

AVA I L A B I LI T Y

T h e  w i d e  r a n g e  o f  h i g h - q u a l i t y  p r o d u c t s  f e a t u r e d  i n  t h i s  b r o c h u r e  

h a v e  b e e n  d e s i g n e d  f o r  a l l  m o d e l s  e x c e p t  w h e r e  o t h e r w i s e  s t a t e d .
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PERSONAL MUSIC INTEGRATION KIT

(Mulsanne k i t  shown as standard. Cont inenta l  Ser ies k i t  a lso avai lable)

Personal Music Interface is available to enhance all models, 

offering advanced in-car entertainment and enjoyment. 

Specialist leads allow you to connect your iPod or MP3 player 

directly into your Bentley’s sound system via the docking 

connector, USB port or jack plug. Either hidden in your glovebox 

(Continental Series) or as shown here in the Mulsanne’s iPod 

drawer, once connected you can select tracks and control the 

volume via the infotainment system or the controls on your 

steering wheel.
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1952 was quite a year. King George VI died and Queen 

Elizabeth II became Queen of England. Al Martino topped the 

first ever British Singles Charts that included Nat King Cole, 

Doris Day and Frankie Lane. The Bentley R-Type Continental 

was launched. Designed for the discerning motorist who liked 

to go far and fast, everything about this model was designed to 

lessen its weight and make it the fastest 4 seater of the time. 

In fact, so critical was every ounce, even a radio was only fitted 

if the customer specially requested it. These days there is no 

such compromise and the Bentley Personal Music Interface 

illustrates this perfectly, whatever your play list.
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With a high-resolution 8-inch screen fitted to each of the front 

seat headrests, your back seat passengers  can explore any world 

they choose, wherever your destination. To make their journey 

clutter free, they’ll have the added enjoyment of wireless 

headphones too. Your Bentley can also be fitted with the very 

latest in combined analogue and digital television receivers with 

automatic channel list updates and electronic programme guide.

6-DISC DVD PLAYER 
(Mulsanne)

REAR SEAT ENTERTAINMENT
(Mulsanne)

DIGITAL TV
(Mulsanne & Cont inenta l  GT)



BLUETOOTH® rSAP TELEPHONE SYSTEM
(Cont inenta l  Ser ies)

ADDITIONAL CRADLE TO REAR  

FOR TELEPHONE PRIVACY HANDSET 
(Mulsanne)

SATELLITE NAVIGATION UPGRADE
(Cont inenta l  Ser ies)

Bentley’s cutting edge infotainment system provides Bluetooth 

connection within your vehicle. Bluetooth rSAP creates a secure 

wireless link with your mobile phone, allowing you to make and 

receive calls.

 The Bentley Satellite Navigation Upgrade adds further 

functionality to your car’s navigation system with regional DVDs 

containing more detailed destination and route information. 

Features include a 9-digit regional code finder and a Route Bias 

facility, which gives you the ability to alter recommended routes 

to visit several locations or avoid certain roads / areas. 

For additional convenience, you can install a rear cradle for a 

telephone privacy handset. This provides dedicated stowage 

and charging so that the wireless handset can be used in both 

the front and the rear of the car.
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NAVTRAK

The Bentley GPS Tracking System is a sophisticated device that 

can be covertly fitted to your vehicle to constantly guard against 

theft. Should the unthinkable happen, Cobra 24 hour SOC 

(Secure Operating Centres) will instantly be able to pinpoint the 

exact location of your Bentley using the latest GPS and GSM 

mobile phone technology. Police liaison is conducted in local 

language through Cobra’s network of Secure Operating Centres 

across 46 European countries. Once located, the police will know 

the speed at which your Bentley is travelling, the road it’s on and 

even the direction of travel. Vital information to help them track 

and retrieve the vehicle without engaging in a potentially 

dangerous high-speed pursuit. In short, the Bentley GPS 

Tracking System gives you the best chance of ensuring your 

Bentley remains your Bentley.
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REAR VIEW CAMERA
(Mulsanne and New Cont inenta l  GT)

Sometimes we could benefit from a different point of view: an 

extra set of eyes looking out for us. And so it is with  

the Bentley rear view camera. Discreetly located above the 

registration plate, this clever and indispensible piece of technology 

shows exactly what is behind your vehicle. Engaged automatically 

when reverse gear is selected, it displays the reversing view in the 

infotainment screen, making for effortless parking and safer low 

speed manoeuvring.



20'' 2-PIECE 10-SPOKE WHEEL  

(Cont inenta l  Ser ies)

(Shown in silver painted finish, also available in black)

Raul Pires.

Manager of Exterior Design.

Instrumental in crafting the very design philosophy of Bentley 

Motors, Manager of Exterior Design, Raul Pires has an intimate 

understanding of every fluid curve and design nuance in your 

vehicle. It’s a passion for Bentley, which loses none of its potency 

when considering the design aesthetics of any exterior 

enhancements. That’s why his remarkable 2-piece 20'' Limited 

Edition Bespoke Wheel encompasses only the most exquisite 

design touches. The unique polished rim is complemented with 

bright rim wheel bolts adding exclusivity and style. Created from 

high quality, aircraft grade aluminium, it ensures improved 

strength and a lower weight ratio whilst retaining superior road 

handling. It’s an addition to your vehicle that speaks volumes 

without uttering a sound.

“A wheel is a significant part of the exterior design. It has to work  
in perfect harmony with the shape of the vehicle. So to begin with  
I simply sit down and sketch, because I want the wheel to be perfect 
visually first, as it will have a major impact on perception.”
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21'' CLASSIC WHEEL

(Shown in painted fin ish , a lso avai lable in pol ished fin ish)
20'' MULSANNE WHEEL

(Shown in chrome fin ish , a lso avai lable in s i lver painted fin ish)
21'' 2-PIECE 5-SPOKE WHEEL

(Shown in painted fin ish , a lso avai lable in pol ished fin ish)

21'' CLASSIC WHEEL

(Shown in pol ished fin ish , a lso avai lable in painted fin ish)
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Model shown: Mulsanne  
finished in Pale Brodgar



21'' 7-SPOKE ELEGANT WHEEL

(Shown in painted fin ish , a lso avai lable in chrome fin ish)

20'' 5-SPOKE WHEEL

(Shown in chrome fin ish , a lso avai lable in painted fin ish)
21'' 2-PIECE 5-SPOKE SPORTS WHEEL 

(Shown in painted fin ish , a lso avai lable in pol ished fin ish)
21'' 7-SPOKE ELEGANT WHEEL

(Shown in chrome fin ish , a lso avai lable in painted fin ish)
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Model shown: New Continental GT  
finished in Extreme Silver



The hexagonal design of each 

cap features the Bentley ‘B’  

and effortlessly adds a touch  

of exclusivity to the wheel.  

The set, presented in a branded 

gift box, includes five valve caps,  

one for each wheel and a spare, 

should you ever need one...

20'' MULTI-SPOKE SPEED WHEEL

(New to the Accessor ies r ange . Shown in Dar k Tint f in ish , a lso avai lable in Br ight fin ish)

VALVE CAPS
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Model shown: 09 Model Year Continental GTC Speed  
finished in Granite with Hotspur interior



19'' 2-PIECE 9-SPOKE WHEEL

(Shown in painted finish, also available in chrome finish)

19'' 5-SPOKE WHEEL

(Shown in painted finish, also available in chrome finish)
19'' 7-SPOKE WHEEL

(Shown in painted finish, also available in chrome finish)

19'' 8-SPOKE WHEEL

(Shown in painted finish, also available in chrome finish)
19'' 5-SPOKE WHEEL

(Shown in chrome finish, also available in painted finish)

20'' 7-SPOKE WHEEL

(Shown in painted finish, also available in chrome finish)
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SELF LEVELLING WHEEL BADGES
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For the designers and engineers of Bentley, attention to detail is 

everything. That’s why they took the time to design the Self 

Levelling Wheel Badge (three years in development, in fact), 

which ensures the Bentley ‘B’ is always upright. The badges’ 

unassuming appearance belies the amount of technology and 

testing that is behind them. They underwent 30,000 km (18,000 

miles) of road testing, were subjected to extreme temperatures 

from -35ºC to 80ºC and were tested rigorously on a Vibration Rig. 

All before finally achieving form with flawless function;  

a pre-requisite of all Bentley Accessories designed to enhance 

your vehicle. Available in a presentation box, Self Levelling 

Wheel Badges make the perfect gift for the perfectionist. Please 

check with your dealer for applicability.



WINTER WHEELS & TYRES

DIGITAL TYRE PRESSURE GAUGE

Model shown: Bentley Mulsanne  
finished in Pale Sapphire with 20''  
Mulsanne wheel in painted finish



Designed to improve grip, handling and braking at temperatures 

below 7°C, Bentley Winter Tyres feature a much deeper 

tread pattern than standard all-weather tyres. Cold weather 

performance is further enhanced by an advanced, high 

silicone compound. This prevents the tyres hardening at low 

temperatures, ensuring better handling in freezing conditions  

and reducing the risk of aquaplaning in the wet.

 In many EU countries, winter wheels and tyres are a legal 

requirement. Rules vary by country.
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These superior enhancements will enable you to explore the 

never-ending road with confidence. The ingenious Autosock is an 

ideal temporary measure in snowy or icy conditions, providing 

extra stability and grip, while Snow Chains provide excellent 

traction for continued use. An alternative to traditional snow 

chains, Spikes-Spider features a central hub that holds the chain 

loosely, allowing it to flex in response to the road surface. Tyre 

Cradles offer tyre protection, preventing flat spots when the car is 

in long term storage. 
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SNOW CHAINS STYLE 1 

(Cont inenta l  Ser ies)
TYRE CRADLES MUD FLAPS

(Cont inenta l  GT and GTC)

SPIKES-SPIDER SNOW CHAINS AUTOSOCK SNOW CHAINS STYLE 2 

(Cont inenta l  Ser ies)
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BRIGHT 

STAINLESS STEEL 

BUMPER GRILLES
(Mulsanne)

BRIGHT STAINLESS STEEL WING VENTS
(Mulsanne)

FLYING ‘B’ MASCOT

(Mulsanne)

Stainless Steel Wing Vents and Stainless Steel Bumper Grilles are not available separately.

Mulsanne finished in Pale Brodgar with 21'' Classic wheel in painted finish,  
Bright Stainless Steel Bumper Grilles, Wing Vents and Door Pillar Finishers.
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The now famous matrix grille was not an original feature of the 

radiator. It was in fact developed by John Duff, Canadian  

born Bentley Le Mans driver as a guard to protect the  

honeycomb-shaped cooling elements of the radiator from stones 

thrown up during racing. It’s a stunning example of how function 

can precede the most beautiful of forms. Expertly fitted by your 

Bentley Dealer, Bright Stainless Steel Bumper Grilles naturally 

enhance your vehicle’s classic racing heritage, whilst the addition 

of Stainless Steel Door Pillar Finishers (pictured opposite) add a 

touch of personal distinction.



PRIVACY GLASS  

(Mulsanne & Cont inenta l  F ly ing Spur)
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Create a truly personal space, protected from the gaze of the 

world outside, with Bentley privacy glass. Manufactured using a 

special tinting process applied between the glass panels during 

the production process, you’re ensured maximum durability and 

privacy for years to come.

Model shown: Bentley Mulsanne finished 
in Pale Brodgar with 21'' Classic 

wheel in polished finish.





VENTED WINGS  

(Cont inenta l  Ser ies)



CHROME BUMPER GRILLES

(Cont inenta l  F ly ing Spur)
CHROME BUMPER GRILLES

(Cont inenta l  GT/GTC)
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Created by Raul Pires, Manager of Exterior Design, Vented 

Wings and Chrome Bumper Grilles both add to the sporting 

essence of your Bentley. The Vented Wing echoes the distinctive 

Supersports’ styling from whose form it is inspired and is 

available with a grille in either a Black or a Bright Painted finish. 

Iconic Chrome Bumper Grilles intensify your vehicle’s exterior 

presence and style. These stunning additions will naturally 

enhance your vehicle’s classic Bentley proportions, adding a 

distinguished personal touch.
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Handcrafted from the finest materials, it’s the marriage of 

individuality and unrivalled quality that sets each Bentley apart. 

Our Body Styling Pack for the New Continental GT emphasises 

this difference. Created by the designers of the New Continental 

GT in unison with the car itself, every component works in harmony 

with the flowing lines of the car’s distinctive sculptured exterior.

 Crafted from match-weaved, gloss finish carbon fibre, more 

frequently found in high performance motorsport, the pack includes 

a front splitter and rear diffuser. Not only does it alter the appearance 

of the car, but it also helps enhance the aerodynamic performance. 

 Other unique and highly distinctive features include front air 

vent winglets, stylised side sill finishers, exclusive wing mirror 

housings and elegant vented wings. Each one of these components 

adds a further touch of individuality to a car that is already unique 

in its own right. A triumph of both substance and style.
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There was an American customer who felt that the filler cap on his 

Bentley was, well, a little simple for such a great car. Even though 

it was kept out of sight, concealed beneath a flap in the bodywork, 

he wanted someone to do something about it. 

 This owner was working on the sound principle that every part 

of his Bentley with which he came into contact should be a joy to 

see, to touch and to operate. His filler cap was not and he asked 

Bentley to make a rather more elegant, bespoke item. This is a 

more complex process than one might imagine; what may be a 

simple filler cap to some is a vital component in the fuel integrity 

system to others. 

 It was pointed out, politely of course, that Bentley would be 

more than happy to accommodate this customer’s request, but that 

there might be some significant development costs. ‘No matter’, 

said the customer, and Mulliner received a blank cheque to devise 

the filler cap. Pretty soon, other Mulliner customers got to hear 

of this gleaming new filler cap that made refuelling a pleasure, 

rather than a chore. The customer for whom it had been made was 

approached to see if he minded it being made available to fellow 

Bentley drivers. 

 He didn’t, and the Bentley Jewel Filler Cap, as designed by 

Mulliner, is available as an accessory for your Bentley. In thanks, 

Bentley sent the original customer a cheque for the development 

costs, less the list price of the filler cap. 

 The customer was so pleased that he did not bank the cheque, 

but framed it instead. 



JEWEL FUEL FILLER CAP
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ILLUMINATED TREADPLATES

(Mulsanne & New Cont inenta l  GT)
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PERSONALISED TREADPLATES

(Mulsanne)

It’s a Bentley. Why wouldn’t you expect every single aspect of it 

to be thoroughly considered, aesthetically and functionally. 

Illuminated Treadplates are an eye-catching alternative to the 

standard option. Back lit, they illuminate the car’s model name 

when the door is opened, casting a delicate light on your entrance 

to or exit from your Bentley. You can step even further into a 

world of individuality by opting for Personalised Treadplates. 

Your choice of name, model or registration number, for example, 

can be crafted into a design that echoes the iconic Bentley  

matrix grille. A subtle touch that’s quietly gratifying, whenever 

you open the door.



The interior of the 1923, 6 cylinder Bentley attests to its creator 

W.O.’s principle that a powerful car must also be a comfortable 

one. These days every Bentley stands as a testament to this 

belief, so it takes something quite special to enhance the comfort 

levels of the interior of a Bentley. But that’s exactly what the 

Bentley Relaxation Pack does. Special features include two 

Bentley branded hide scatter cushions, individually trimmed to 

match the main hide colour of your Bentley, and two foot wedges 

finished in a luxurious deep pile carpet to match the interior 

floor covering.



RELAXATION PACK

(Cont inenta l  F ly ing Spur & Mulsanne)
(Foot wedges inc luded, not shown)
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W.O. at the wheel of his 1922 

3-litre T.T. car accompanied by 

riding mechanic Leslie Pennal.

Smooth, tactile wood or soft, sumptuous hide. Single tone or 

duotone. 3-spoke or 4-spoke, even heated. Whatever your 

preference, with Bentley’s wide range of steering wheel options 

the answer is always at your fingertips. Cruise control, telephone 

controls, trip computer, driver information panel, volume control, 

integrated features surrounded by the finest finishes, handcrafted 

in time-honoured tradition exclusively for you.



MULSANNE STEERING WHEEL 

Avai lable tr immed in : S ing le Tone Hide , Two Tone Hide  
and Wood & Hide . Heated r im also avai lable .  

(Mulsanne)

CONTINENTAL SERIES 4-SPOKE STEERING WHEEL 

Avai lable tr immed in : S ing le Tone Hide , Two Tone Hide  
and Wood & Hide . Heated r im also avai lable .  

(Cont inenta l  Ser ies)

CONTINENTAL SERIES 3-SPOKE STEERING WHEEL 

Avai lable tr immed in : S ing le Tone Hide and Two Tone Hide .  
Heated r im also avai lable .  

(Cont inenta l  Ser ies)
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For more deta i led informat ion on model appl icabi l i ty, p lease contact your dealer.



PICNIC TABLES

(Mulsanne)
WOODEN VENEER DOOR PANELS

(Mulsanne)
VENEERED GEAR LEVER

(Mulsanne)
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We understand wood, its beauty and its function in creating a rich 

ambience. Handcrafted, veneer finished accessories are available 

for all Bentley models so if you share our passion, take your pick.



WOODEN VENEER DOOR PANELS

(Cont inenta l  Ser ies)

Available in four unbleached 

veneers: Burr Walnut, Dark Stained 

Burr Walnut, Madrona and Piano 

Black. Each Wooden Veneer Door 

Panel is handcrafted to enhance  

the visual appearance of each door.





SPORTS GEAR LEVER

(Cont inenta l  Ser ies)

‘B’  PEDALS

(Cont inenta l  Ser ies)
FOOTREST
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The moment you step into the cabin you enter a different world, 

a world of your choosing, a world of control. You’ll see it in the 

finish of every detail, you’ll feel it in their response. A sports 

gear lever finished with hallmark knurling giving increased  

grip and reflecting our racing heritage. A classic brake pedal 

bearing the distinctive Bentley ‘B’, drilled alloy sports foot 

pedals for total driving precision. Personal touches that make 

your Bentley unique.

DRILLED ALLOY SPORTS FOOT PEDALS



LAMBSWOOL RUGS  
(Sets of two or four, in a choice of colour s)

DEEP PILE OVERMATS
(Sets of two or four, in a choice of colour s)

LAMBSWOOL LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT RUG
(Avai lable in Beluga only)

(Cont inenta l  GT)
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Deep Pile Overmats and Lambswool Rugs add a whole new 

level of luxury to even the most luxurious of luxury cars. Crafted 

from a high quality woven pile and the very softest lambswool 

respectively, both are available in a choice of colours to match  

the interior of your car. A Lambswool Luggage Compartment 

Rug completes the set, fitting comfortably into the luggage  

space to protect the carpet and valuables in transit.
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At the touch of a button, the boot of your Bentley automatically 

opens and closes in the same way. It’s a simple idea, but the best 

ones always are. The Bentley integrated garage door opener is 

another inspired accessory that makes life that little bit easier. No 

more stepping out into the rain or bracing yourself against the 

cold. Simply press one button in the cabin of your car and your 

garage door will open automatically so you can drive straight in. 

The Bentley valet parking key, available for all models, will lock, 

unlock and start the engine of your car without providing access 

to secure areas such as the glove box and luggage compartment.



UMBRELLA STOWAGE

(Umbrel la a lso sold separately)

HAZARD & EMERGENCY WARNING LIGHT COMPACT BULB KIT

(Cont inenta l  Ser ies not inc luding New GT)

LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT FIXING STRAPS 

(Cont inenta l  Ser ies inc luding New GT)
LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT OVERMAT 

(Cont inenta l  Ser ies inc luding New GT)
ALL WEATHER LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT & BUMPER PROTECTOR

(Cont inenta l  Ser ies inc luding New GT)



With enough vertical space for two 

1 litre bottles and a total 14 litre 

capacity, the Bentley Cooler Bag is 

ideal for picnics and long journeys. 

With a sturdy waterproof internal 

case, oxford nylon outer, and 

thermo-electric control, which

keeps food and drink at just the 

right temperature, warmed or 

chilled, your refreshments are ready 

to enjoy at a moment’s notice.

COOLER BAG
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The achievements of the Hon.  

Mrs Victor Bruce stand shoulder to 

shoulder with any Bentley Boy. Here, 

she is sat at Montlhéry in 1929 driving 

24 hours solo in a 4½ litre Bentley on 

her way to setting a Class C record 

of over 89mph. The next year she 

flew solo around the world and was 

reputedly still doing aerobatics into  

her eighties.



BENTLEY JEWELLED TORCH
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Knurling is etched into the history of Bentley. Used to great 

effect on the fuel mixture switch in the famous Bentley ‘Blower’ 

in 1929, it provided extra grip through increased friction. Since 

that time it has become a signature design cue on all Bentley 

interiors. The Bentley Jewelled Torch is no exception. Its 

knurled collar smoothly twists to turn the torch on, and once 

illuminated, it effortlessly shows the way with its superb spot 

beam. With the Bentley ‘B’ etched into the lens it bears all the 

hallmarks of Bentley craftsmanship, a masterpiece of form and 

function. Easily charged in the cigar lighter, it can remain 

completely hidden from view with the lid closed and be ready to 

go whenever you need. Available in a branded Bentley gift box, 

this is a thoughtful and very useful gift to receive.





Child safety seats must be fitted in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions.

Crafted from the finest materials, personalised seats take around 12 weeks to produce.

CHILD SEAT 
(Groups 2 & 3)
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Nothing illustrates how we tailor Bentley craftsmanship to our 

customers’ needs more than a bespoke child seat. Whether it be a 

seat commissioned to suit you or your little passenger’s personal 

taste or a hide colour matched to the car’s interior with coordinated 

piping, fluting and hand-stitching, the choice is entirely yours. 

For a further personal touch we can even embroider your child’s 

name on the headrest, beneath the Bentley Wings.







CAR CARE BY AUTOGLYM FOR BENTLEY
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Although this might not have extended to giving it an expert 

clean. The Car Care Kit, is a comprehensive range of cleaning 

and protection products created specifically for the interior and 

exterior of your vehicle. Developed exclusively for Bentley 

by Autoglym, each product will help you keep your vehicle in 

pristine condition. 

For more information on the new Car Care Kit, please contact 

your Bentley Dealer. Each piece in the range is also available to 

purchase individually.



Car covers are crafted from the finest materials so please allow 12 weeks for personalisation.

INDOOR CAR COVER
PERSONALISED INDOOR CAR COVER

EXAMPLE OF MODEL BRANDING
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Available for all models, Bentley Outdoor and Indoor Car Covers 

are tailored to the specific curves and lines of each model, custom 

stitched to the precise contours of your car. Each one can be 

personalised too. Either the model name can be added at sill 

level or, alternatively, your name, your Bentley’s chassis number 

or your registration, as you prefer. Whatever your choice you can 

rest assured that your car’s flawless finish will remain just that, 

protected from the unforgiving elements outdoors and shielded 

from moisture and dust indoors.



CLASSIC SEAT COVERS

Continenta l  GT (up to 10MY), Cont inenta l  GTC (up to 11MY)
ACTIVE SEAT COVERS

Continenta l  GT (up to 10MY), Cont inenta l  GTC (up to 11MY)

ALL WEATHER FLOOR MATS

(Cont inenta l  Ser ies)
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TOUCH-UP PAINTS
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Every one of the touch-up paints is formulated using the precise 

specifications of your vehicle’s original paint finish. So should 

you be unlucky enough to have to deal with small scratches or 

marks, these paints will cover them quickly and conveniently 

with a lasting finish. Flawless logic.

Bespoke colours available to order.



Following their win at the 

1929 Le Mans, Bentley Boys 

Barnato and Kidston threw 

a lavish party at the Mayfair 

Hotel to celebrate. It featured 

the famous ‘Grand Prix de 

Berkeley Square’ – a race that 

featured model motorcars and 

comprised of two laps of the 

Mayfair Cocktail and 

Cabaret Circuit.
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In the early 1920s the cream of European high society would 

board the luxuriously appointed Blue Train and journey to the 

South of France in search of sun and frivolity. Seen as a symbol 

of train travel’s dominance over the motorcar, it became 

fashionable for car manufacturers to race their models against the 

locomotive on its route from Cote d’Azur to Calais. Now 

legendary Bentley Boy, Woolf Barnato, loved a challenge, but not 

just any old challenge. He offered a wager that he could not just 

beat it, but get all the way to England before the train reached 

Calais. And so it was at 5.54pm on March 13th 1930, Barnato,  

co-driver Dale Bourne and the Blue Train set off. After 22 hours 

and 26 minutes of driving, one burst tyre and countless refuelling 

stops, the drivers arrived at Bourne’s London club at 3.24pm. 

Beating the Blue Train’s arrival in Calais by 4 minutes. And the 

wager was well and truly won. 

BENTLEY SPEED SIX - THE BLUE TRAIN CAR

(1:18 sca le model)



CONTINENTAL FLYING SPUR

(1:43 sca le model)

NEW CONTINENTAL GT

(1:43 sca le model)
BENTLEY MULSANNE 

(1:43 sca le model)

SUPERSPORTS CONVERTIBLE

(1:43 sca le model)
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Quilted leather seats, carbon inlays, dark tinted aluminium fascias; 

every design signature of each model in the Bentley range is 

lovingly recreated in miniature with absolute precision. Created 

in partnership with world-renowned model makers Minichamps, 

each model is overseen by the Bentley car designers themselves 

as the actual cars are in development. This ensures every curve 

and smallest detail is assessed in turn to arrive at the most realistic 

and authentic interpretation of the actual vehicle. A touch of  

hand-finished luxury, each model is a gift suitable for the  

discerning collector, or young enthusiast alike. To see more of 

the extensive range, please visit www.bentleycollection.com



THE BIRKIN RANGE

Of all the colourful characters that have alighted the history of 

Bentley Motors few have made more of a mark than Sir Henry 

Ralph Stanley Birkin, or ‘Tim’, as he was known to his friends. 

World War 1 Veteran, legendary ‘Bentley Boy’ and two times  

Le Mans winner, ‘Tim’ Birkin was instrumental in the creation 

of the most famous Bentley of them all, the supercharged  

4½ litre Blower Bentley. In honour of the man who helped 

transform Bentley from a maker of cars into a maker of supercars, 

we have created a range of exclusive Birkin accessories, which all 

carry the hallmark pattern of ‘Tim’ Birkin’s signature polka dot  

racing scarf. A fitting tribute to an inspirational driver and 

inspired engineer.



GOGGLES & LEATHER HELMET 

BIRKIN SPOT SCARF 

BIRKIN BEAR

Bentley offers a range of practical, authentic and highly distinctive 

accessories for vintage and classic car enthusiasts including this  

1920s-style, handcrafted, leather driving helmet and matching goggles. 
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BENTLEY BLOWER

(1:43 sca le model)



These exclusive silver cufflinks are 

inspired by the wheel design of the 

Continental GT. Each wheel spoke 

features an individual British 

hallmark symbol.

CONTINENTAL GT WHEEL STERLING SILVER CUFFLINKSMULSANNE STERLING SILVER CUFFLINKS
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BENTLEY ‘B’ CUFFLINKS

(shown in black, also available in silver and red)

These silver plated circular 

cufflinks are branded with the 

distinctive Bentley Motors 

‘B’ logo. 

All designs are beautifully 

packaged in a stylish 

presentation box. 
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Visit tibaldi.it for more information.

Tibaldi Pens have created a series of exquisite writing 

instruments crafted with the same precision and attention to 

detail as your Bentley. These pens are designed in conjunction 

with Bentley’s own Styling Team in Crewe, England, to ensure 

complete authenticity and precision: inspired by the styling 

cues from the model they are based upon. Each Tibaldi pen is 

both an ornate accessory and a technological masterpiece. 

 The ‘Tibaldi for Bentley’ ranges are all limited editions,  

hand sculpted and finished with fine Bentley detailing such  

as knurling and wood veneers.



CONTINENTAL SLIMLINE ROLLERBALL PEN

CONTINENTAL SLIMLINE BALLPOINT PEN

CONTINENTAL SLIMLINE FOUNTAIN PEN
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MULSANNE FOUNTAIN PEN



When Alfred Dunhill inherited his father’s business in 1893, he 

responded to the growing passion for motorcars by creating a 

luxurious line of motoring accessories. Our Bentley Tote Bag is 

based on a classic Dunhill design. Inscribed ‘Dunhill for Bentley’ 

it is crafted from Beluga black leather and finished with knurled 

brightware and distinctive Bentley ‘B’ zip pulls.

 Dunhill is not alone in producing high quality luxury goods 

exclusively for Bentley. Ettinger of London is one of only a 

handful of remaining luxury leather goods companies in the UK. 

For over 70 years, this family owned business has designed and 

created only the very best leather trimmings and accessories. 

Every item made from Ettinger Leather in the Bentley 

Collection is hand crafted across 6 individual stages and unique 

to Bentley. Supple and strong, our wallets, folios and fobs are an 

exquisite gift for those who appreciate having the finer things in 

life close to hand.



A4 FOLIO
(Shown in black, also available in blue)

A4 TRAVEL WALLET

(Shown in blue , a lso avai lable in black)

LEATHER BOUND NOTEBOOKS
(Shown in black, also available in blue)

DUNHILL TOTE BAG
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RACING GREEN GMT WATCH

Breitling, exquisite Swiss watchmaker, renowned 

for creating the very best in precision-crafted 

aeronautical timepieces. W.O. Bentley, founder of 

Bentley Motors, a visionary engineer whose 

achievements include designing two outstanding 

rotary aero engines, BR1 and BR2, which powered 

the Sopwith Camel and Sopwith Snipe fighter 

planes. Together, Breitling and Bentley  

form a formidable partnership borne of a passion 

for exquisite mechanisms and aesthetic refinement. 

The result is the Breitling for Bentley range:  

a choice of exceptional chronographs equipped 

with high-performance motors. These superb 

instruments are skillfully handcrafted; harnessing 

the latest technology and the finest materials to 

produce the ultimate in prestigious reliability.



The 9-cylinder BR2 aero engine 

designed by W.O. Bentley powered 

several wartime aircraft including 

the legendary Sopwith Camel.

www.breitling.com
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ZAI SKIS FOR BENTLEY

Working with Bentley’s own styling team, Swiss ski manufacturer 

Zai AG has created these ‘one-of-a-kind’ “Supersport” skis, in  

a new “stripped-down” design, which are entirely handmade  

in Switzerland. 

 The Zai for Bentley “Supersport” skis comprise of a new 

surface solution, improving the skis’ torsion, and also avoiding 

excessive visual reflection. Like the Bentley Supersports car 

they are based upon, the pure design of the skis is engineered to 

meet the technical demands of the most avid skier, and 

communicate raw understatement. Newly patented materials 

deployed in the skis are a world first. Zaiìra® is used on the skis’ 

top layer in combination with natural rubber in the centre as well 

as an innovative visual mixture of uni-directional and woven 

carbon fabric.

www.zai.ch
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Estede is an Austrian eyewear company renowned for its 

collaboration with luxury brands including Chopard, Fabergé, 

Girard-Perregaux and now Bentley. The hallmarks of the  

Estede brand - sophistication, understatement and elegance -  

fit seamlessly with those of Bentley. Available in two frame 

sizes, the limited edition Estede for Bentley Collection features 

a choice of unique and highly distinctive eyeware fashioned 

from silver palladium, 18-carat gold and for the first time  

ever, the most precious of all precious metals, platinum.
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www.estede.at
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CLASSIC JACQUARD 

(Tan)
CLASSIC JACQUARD 

(Grey)
HALF STRIPE SCARF

(Red)
FADING OUT STRIPE SCARF

(Camel / L ight Grey)

The ultimate combination of exquisite design, intricate 

craftsmanship and nature’s finest fibre; it could only be the 

Bentley Heritage Cashmere Collection. Each stunning scarf is 

fashioned from the finest, ethereal natural fibres cumulating in 

a soft, alluring handle and the most refined finish. A joy to wrap 

around yourself on a chilly day. And how about something to  

go hand in hand with such luxury? Pittards Carbretta driving 

gloves. Available in male and female styles, these stunning and 

practical accessories feature a Bentley stud closure, keyhole 

backs and perforated fingers for a responsive driving experience.



DRIVING GLOVES
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